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          Product: PDFTron React Native

Product Version: 9.1.2

Hi

I have the following questions on what APIs are supported specifically in PDFTron React Native wrapper:

	
Is it possible to create stamps/custom stamps in React Native PDFTron, similar to the one provided in webviewer. If so, can you provide the APIs / Sample code for the same.


	
Does PDFTron React Native support rich text for annotation note like given in webviewer?


	
Are there a react native apis  to show the annotations based on different categories like by date, page, user etc? if so, can you please share those? If not, is there a way to  customize the existing  toolbar option/button?


	
Can I create my custom button in the top toolbar for react native?




Looking forward to your response.

Regards

Elice
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Cross-Platform (Core) PDF Content Extraction Library
	API for digital signatures on Cross-Platform (Core)
	Code samples for searching PDF text or images on Cross-Platform (Core)
	API for PDF generation on Cross-Platform (Core)

APIs:	AnnotsCompat.Text - public static long Create (long doc, double x, double y)
	Text - public static Text create (Doc doc, Point pos, String contents)
	Class PDFTronCustomSecurityHandler

Forums:	Accessing Signature Saved in Device (React Native)
	SetCustomData for annotations in React Native
	Load Document for PDFTron react native
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          Thanks for contacting support.

We have a couple of code examples for react-native and there is a guide on this topic on our website:

	Guide on react framework https://www.pdftron.com/documentation/guides/react-native/

	React-native demo app https://github.com/PDFTron/pdftron-react-native

	Github demo app https://github.com/PDFTron/react-native-sample

	Another demo app https://github.com/PDFTron/pdftron-react-and-react-native-sample
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